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Abstract

One of the major problems in advertising creative courses is that students are expected

to gcnerate original, exciting advertising ideas, but they often don't know how to do that.

Many times, they are simply told to be creative. And it is left at that, with the probable result

being student frustration and anxiety at the thought of facing the mysterious unknown of

creativity. As a refinement, elaboration and expansion of a previous paper from 1987, this

paper proposes a number of idea generation techniques that can help students generate

quantities of creative ideas more quickly and fluently. The essence of the paper is that

creating ad ideas is a craft complete with recoverable and understandable techniques. By

looking at ads and re-creating the workings of the creative minds behind them, one can

highlight ways ideas come to be. Those ways can then be applied as techniques for helping

students generate ideas.
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IDEA GENERATION TECHNIQUES

QUANTITIES OF AI) IDEAS IN MINIMUM TIME

"Now don't forget. Be creative with your ideas. Be different."

This is not an uncommon piece of advice given to ad students in creative courses.

The problem is that it's easier said than done. Too often students look bright eyed in

agreement as if they understand. Then, when class is over and those sage words are stuck

in their minds, they leave. From that point, their eyes glaze over when they realize they're

not sure of how to be creative or different with their ideas. They begin to realize that they

don't have the techniques for unleashing their creativity And they don't know how to go

about finding them. The result is anxiety all around and an inevitable blocking of their

creative thinking. When they return to class, they lug one, perhaps two or three half-baked

ideas or headlines, and they wince at the thought of having to repeat the entire process all

over again on the next assignment. Frustrated and anxious, it's downhill from there.

One of the ways to help students avoid this frustration and anxiety and get in touch

with their creative powers is to urge them to see the entire creative process as a shaping and

building process. This means a literal shaping and building process conducted by a craftsman

adept at techniques, specialized techniques relevant to the craft. These techniques are easily

on call. When it comes time for implementing a plan, the practices carpenter won't have to

search for them. The mind automatically knows what they are and how to apply them.

It's the same with advertising creativity. To come up with what Ogilvy claims is the

Big Idea, the writer or artist must have the techniques for meeting the task. More so, there

should be many techniques, and they must be on call so that time's not wasted and deadlines

are met. The way for students to find those techniques and how they can be used to examine

existing ads while re-creating the workings of the creative minds behind them. In a sense,
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it's a matter of reducing and simplifying choice ads (and choice. minds) to common creative

denominators. This holds true for key stages in the advertising creative process as well,

including getting ready to generate creative ideas.

Begin with a Theme

By the way of reduction and simplicity, most ads can be reduced to a key theme. The

theme is the matter of the ad. This means it is the ad's content. It answers What am I

selling? The most dominant answer is singular. Most ads can be reduced to one, key,

singular theme. This doesn't mean there aren't other themes within an ad. It simply means

that one theme dominates.

To see how this works, ask the students to reduce the following well-known

advertising campaigns to a single theme, often a single word. For example, what are the

themes in the historically popular campaigns for Maytag, Parkay, Federal Express, and

Charmin? Yes, those advertisers have stories to tell. And yes, the research and planning

going into those stories were no doubt expensive. But, when it was all said and done, what

evolved were creative ideas dominated by single themes. For Maytag the theme is durability.

For Parkay the theme is buttery taste. For Federal Express the theme is fast. And for

Charmin the theme is squeezable softness.

Remind the students that these themes are not in themselves extraordinary. Other

washing machines are durable. Other margarines have buttery taste. Other express companies

are fast. And other toilet tissues are soft. Of course, it's certainly possible that those themes

are the distinct USPs for those advertisers. They may be what differentiates those advertisers

from their competition. For example, Charmin may be softer than other tissues. And at the

time of the Parkay campaign, the competition may not have advertised its buttery taste,

despite the fact that it may have had it. Stili, however, in this age of parity products, a strong

USP may be difficult to find. It doesn t matter, though, because what can always be found

is a creative and different way of expressing the theme.

Students tend to have a fairly easy time answering the following question. What tends

to be more different, the competing brands in a product class or the individual advertising
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ideas for those brands? You can use beer or soft drinks as examples. Many students may

be inclined to say that most brands of beer and soft drinks to be more similar than dissimilar.

But, the advertising for those brands tends to be more dissimilar than similar. The overall

point of the question is to lead students to the understanding that the creative and different

ideas expressing similar themcs are what comprise a large part of advertising creativity. In

order to get to the creative ideas, however, the themes have to be isolated. And regardless

of whether the product or service to be advertised is parity or not, the beginning point of idea

generation is selecting the key theme.

The key theme is a reduction or simplification of what's to be sold. It is derived from

research findings. Usually, it is linked to features, selling points or benefits. Features are the

physical characteristics of products or services. Selling points are what those features give

to the consumer. And benefits are what those selling points mean to the consumer. For

example, in the case of Maytag, features would include workmanship, machine parts and

materials, and construction techniques. Selling points derived from all of those features would

include durability, reliability, and longlastingness. But, benefits go another step into meaning.

Durability, for instance, could mean lack of worry about not meeting oile's family

responsibilities. Or, it could mean the positive feeling about saving money in the long term.

Every product, store or service has features, selling points and benefits. For example,

a store may have an experienced and knowledgeable sales staff. That's a feature. The selling

point may be the amount of reliable information a consumer can gain. And the benefit may

be a feeling of confidence about the goods to be purchased. As another example, a petsitting

service may have a home pick-up and drop-off policy. That's a feature. The selling point

may be convenience. And the benefit of convenience may be that the consumer has more

time to accomplish other tasks.

The overall point of all of this as far as students are concerned is to see the beginning

of idea generation as a matter of isolating themes as they are derived from features, selling

points or benefits. Fot many of us teaching in the classroom, this is a matter of pre-planning

and strategy development. And certainly, there are many good books available which devote

their energies almost exclusively to this phase of the creative process.

6'
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Move to Ideas

If a theme is the matter of an ad and answers to what is to be sold, an idea is the

manner of the ad and answers how the theme is to be presented. Despite the fact that the

theme may be very commonplace or expected (durability, for instance), the idea should be

anything but commonplace and expected. Rather, it is a creative and different way of

presenting or expressing the theme. Again, you can refer to the Maytag, Parkay, Federal

Express, and Charmin ideas as examples. Each one did something different, something

unique and out of the ordinary. For instance, as commonplace as a buttery taste may be, the

idea of talking margarine is anything but commonplace.

This brings us back to the original problem that students in creative courses must face,

the problem of finding a creative and different way of presenting a theme. The way to solve

the problem is to use techniques of the creative minds behind the wealth of creative ads

always available to students. As with themes, it's a matter of reducing or simplifying the ad

ideas so that the blueprint for their creative sparks is clear and workable.

Encourage an Idea Bank

An idea bank is nothing more than layout pages where seeds of ideas are planted.

Those seeds are in the form of rough thumbnails, images, and head and copy lines. Over

time, these ideas grow and spill over onto other pages. Importantly, however, they are always

linked to the roots of the key themes, namely the features, selling points and benefits.

Overall, the pages become a means for keeping track of one's creative consciousness as it

pertains to the advertising problem to be solved with a creative idea. You can see the

evolution of typical idea bank pages in the following visual.

Insert Slide 1 about here

Notice that at the top of the first page a grid is formed. Thc purpose of the grid is

to log key features, selling points and benefits. Clearly, some should be more key than

others. And certainly, a key theme should be one of the first things to evolve from this grid.

From here the students use the pages to log their ideas.

7
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Once the key features, selling points and benefits are logged on the grid and the key

theme is isolated, the students can begin to generate ideas. But again, it's one thing to tell

them to do that and quite another thing to expect speed and skill in their efforts. What they

need to help them are those techniques used by creative minds and exemplified in a number

of ads.

Use Idea Generation Techniques

As an expansion of techniques presented irt a previous paper in 1987, the following

variations are ways students can wield control over their creative powers. These variations

represent a variety of techniques acting as the techniques students need to generate creative

ideas more quickly and fluently. Once again, the features, selling points, benefits, and the

themes are the origins of student ideas. As such, they will help students keep on strategy and

within strategic guidelines.

Associations

Starting from their information at the top of the first idea bank page, students can

work from the following formula, A + B = C, in order to generate ideas based on

associations. The A ecluals the various features, selling points, benefits, and themes. The B

equals what those features, selling points, benefits, and themes are like. And the C equals the

joining of A and B to generate creative ideas in the form of visual images or a headlines.

The core of the technique is centered on the creative mind's ability to associate "like" things.

Once the A and B criteria are determined, the mind connects the two parts at the root of the

association and generates idea possibilities. To see how this can work, notice the three ads

in the upcoming slides. They represent a range of associations.

Insert Slide 2 about here

In the first ad for Wheaties, a feature association is made. Here, the feature is that

of the shape of a Wheaties flake. That would be the A in the formula. The B of the formula

represents what that shape is like, in this case a medal. By combining the A and B of the

8
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formula, the mind is able to dissolve their separate realities and replace them with a single

reality, the associative newness of a creative idea.

Insert Slide 3 about here

In the second ad for UPS, a selling point association is made. Here, the selling point

of speed is combined with an airplane in order to yield the core of the creative idea, that of

a UPS mailing landing like an airplane on a desk.

Insert Slide 4 about here

In the third ad for Maxell, a benefit association is made. This goes a step beyond the

selling point association in that the meaning of the product to the consumer is given special

importance. In this case, what Maxell means to the consumer is that he or she can be "blown

away" by the extraordinary clarity and impact of the tape's sound.

For each of these three ads, it is clear that the creative minds behind the ideas were

free in their ability to create something new and different. This meant they were unfettered

by preconceived notions of what reality can or cannot be. Instead, they elasticized reality.

They went beyond what is ordinarily expected and, in all three cases, created their own

realities, those of the creative ideas.

For students, these three ads should exemplify just how the creative mind can play at

its task. A Wheaties flake has a certain shape. When combined with another shape like it,

it yields a creative idea. UPS gives speed. When combined with other things giving speed,

it, too, yields a creative idea. Maxell tapes mean you can get blown away. And when

combined with a large wind, a creative idea emerges.

When setting out to generate ideas, then, the first thing for students to do is to form

associations based on their lists of key features, selling points, benefits, and themes. Of

course, the key themes become central to it all since the themes should control ad messages.

What the students are after, though is an inventive and original way to present those

messages. Associations based on features, selling points, benefits, and themes are one means

to find an original way.
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In my previous paper I discussed the use of opposites generally as an idea generation

technique. There was little delineation of certain types of opposites. Now, however, students

can be encouraged to expand this technique by using four variations: list opposites, media

opposites, expectation opposites, and competition opposites. All of the variations make use

of reversals. This means they do the opposite of what's typically expected according to the

four criteria of their original lists of features, selling points, benefits, and themes, then new

lists of media features, audience expectations ana competition advertising.

In terms of list opposites, students again refer to the information from the grids on the

first page of their idea bank. Then, they think of reversals of key terms. For instance, if

softness is a key term (a selling point in the Charmin example), students can begin generating

by using hardness. Perhaps a creative idea of rolls of toilet tissue as rolls of clement would

be appropriate. Or, in the case of Hunter Fan in our next slide, the opposite of quietness is

loudness and becomes the generative spark for the creative ideas.

Insert Slide 5 about here

Once they have exhausted possibilities derived from the opposites of those key terms

on their lists, the students can turn their attention to the media. Here, the students should list

the features of the media in which their ads will appear. For instance, if an ad is to appear

in a magazine, then the features might include such characteristics as paper, pages, flatness,

and color. The students are then encouraged to reverse these features in order to stimulate

ideas. For example, the Transamerica ad in our next slide makes use of a media opposite.

Insert Slide 6 about here

In this ad, the first page is turned to reveal a pop-up of the Transamerica building in

San Francisco. This is an opposite of flatness, a feature of the medium. By reversing

flatness, the creative mind behind the ad could see the possibilities of doing a pop-up visual.

In effect, the technique allowed that mind to keep itself open to possibilities.
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Regardless of the medium to be used, the same technique of media opposites can be

applied. The students simply list the features of the medium and then re.erse those features

for creative ideas. With television, for instance, what would happen if the features of sound,

full color or scene were reversed? Could an ad be whispered or shouted? Could it be in

black and white or in a touch of spot color such as in the receni Nuprin pain reliever

television campaign? Could the motion be stopped in favor of typography as in the recent

Goodyear tire television campaign? Again, the selection of medium is unimportant as far as

generating ideas is concerned since the features of all media can be reversed.

Another variation of opposites is to reverse audience expectations. Surely, audience

members bring preconceived expectations to ad messages and techniques. The variation here

centers again on reversal, this time the reversal of what is typically expected by the audience.

For example, the Cosmopolitan ad in our slide exemplifies an expectation opposite.

Insert Slide 7 about here

As audience members, we expect to see images facing out from a page, not into it.

Yet, the Cosmopolitan ad contains the opposite. Here, the images, include the magazine

name, face into the page. They are reversed, and consequently our expectations are jarred.

The result is that we pay attention since we are not quite used to seeing things the way they

are expressed in this ad.

The final variation of opposites is to create a reversal of what the competition does

in its advertising. For instance, in the communications industry, major business corporations

such as AT&T or MCI tend to be serious and more buttoned-up in their advertising. Since

that's the case, then the creative mind will think of ways to do the opposite. In the AT&T

ad in our next slide, the cartoon format with the Superman hero runs again the grain of what

the competition (and even AT&T) typically do in their advertising.

Insert Slide 8 about here

These four variations of one technique will give students additional tools with which

to craft ad ideas. They will also encourage creative thinking. Instead of the regimentation
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of how things are expected to be, students are dllowed to branch outward to how things might

be. As a result, they begin to stretch reality and go beyond the rommonplace expected.

Verbal Plays

Another technique for generating ideas quickly is that of verbal plays. This technique

is based on the juggling of words, mostly in the context of poetic devices such as

onomatopoeia, rhyme, alliteration, or multiple meanings. As with the previous techniques,

it begins with students referring to thr: oliginal lists. What the students must do, however,

is keep an ear and eye open to twists or plays on words. The stammered H in the popular

"H-H-H-Hershey's, One of the All-Time Greats" is an example of a verbal play. As another

case in point, a creative idea for Price Pfister, a manufacturer of bath fixtures, makes use of

an alliterative verbal play in order to get the product name remembered by the viewer.

Insert Slide 9 about here

Notice how the key words, those indicating product selling points, are also part of the

verbal play crafted by the creative minds behind this ad. Everything begins with PF, thus

aiding memorability of the selling points and the product warm.

From their lists, students can pluck key words and apply any one of a number of

poetic devices to the representation of these words. As another example, notice the off-rhyme

of jiggle for jingle in this Jello ad.

Insert Slide 10 about here

Or, in the case of the Ten Huntington Bar and Restaurant ad, notice the double

meaning given to the word consomm6.

Insert Slide 11 about here

In both the Jello and restaurant ads, the creative minds juggled words. They played

with sounds and meanings. Importantly, however, those sounds and meanings were directly

related to something important about the advertisers. For Jello, jiggle relates directly to a
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product feature, a physical characteristic of the product. For the restaurant ad as well,

consomme relates directly to a feature of the restaurant, in this case a menu item.

As with the other techniques, verbal plays are a means for students to generate ideas

quickly and fluently. Running through their lists of key features, selling points, benefits,

themes, and even product names, students can elasticize the realities of key terms by applying

poetic devices. This will help give their ideas originality and memorability.

Clocks and Calendars

As a final technique, students can generate ideas by using clocks and calendars. This

technique refers to time and happenings or occurrences in time. For instance, if an ad is to

appear during the Christmas season, then creative ideas can be generated by using a variety

of images, songs or words relevant to that season. As an example, notice the visual reference

to two Christmas images in these two Tangueray ads shown in our next slide.

Ilse 1.1 Slide 12 about here

In one ad, a wreath is used to contain the product bottle. In the other, a Christmas

tree is used. For students, however, any Christmas image should be seen as a possible seed

for an idea. Certainly, a sleigh, a stocking, a snowman, or even a gift package could be just

as appropriate for this particular product. Or, perhaps, for any product. The point overall is

that the season became a starting point for arriving at the idea.

Not only can time be important to the generation of idcas, but those happenings or

occurrences in time can be just as important. For instance, notice how the Bayer ad idea uses

a special occurrence in time as the essence of its creativ'tv.

Insert Slide 13 about here

In this ad, considerable press coverage at this point in time was given to the health

benefits of aspirin, especially those beyond pain relief. Aspirin was found to be beneficial

in preventing heart attacks. What the creative mind behind the ad did, then, was to pick up

on a particular piece of news taking place in time and use it for an ad idea.

13
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ks and calendars as a technique requires that students go beyond their

nal lists. It requires that they understand when the product is to be used and bought, or

when the ad will appear. Even stills in matching these time variables with key terms from

their lists, students can continue to generate ideas. In fat . anything that gets students beyond

the stage of frustration is worthwhile in this respect.

Techniques in Review

The starting point for using these idea generation techniques is rooted in organized,

strategic thinking based on features, selling points, benefits, and themes. Once determinations

are made regarding these key terms and creative directions, students can begin to expand

beyond the more regimented strategic thinking and into the more open creative thinking. In

essence, it is a kind of evolutionary, crafting process beginning with strategy and ending with

creativity. The key to making the link between the two is using the determinations from

strategy as the origin for creativity.

With the idea generation techniques as a guide, students are more easily able to get

in touch with their creative powers. Even more so, they are able to understand how those

powers are directly related to many of the existing ads they see or hear each day. By

reducing and simplifying those ads from a creative point of view, they are able to isolate and

highiight the techniques of the creative mind. And, when confronted with their own

advertising idea problems demanding creative solutions, they can then use those techniques

quickly and fluently.
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.A721'T Communications-Business
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... before the meeting's
over.

to handle business better.

LOIS: Come on, Clark .

,--rty, `r
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Comm. No.: AXEL
Length; 30 Secont:
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LOIS TAXI TAXI!!!

:iff,e244,

: 4

CLARK It's OK, Lo,
everything's taken care of.
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A RESTAURANT
FOR PEOPLE WHO

UNDERSTAND
THAT CONSOMME
ISN'T SOMETHING

THE FRENCH
DO ON THEIR

WEDDING NIGHT

Restaurant &Bar

A

It"

Coinnlunentar) parking %all dinner.

Dinner served Monday-Saturday. 640 pm

10 Huntington Avenue at The Westin Hotel, Copley Place. Boston 262-9600

Agency: Ingalls, Quinn LS: Johnson/Boston
Client: len Huntington
Creative Direction: Tom Pedulla, Jim Baker

Art Direction: Harry Gonnella, Jim Baker

Copy: Tom Page, Tom Pcdulla
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Suddenly, the idea of importing a Christmas tree
from England begins to make sense.

Tanqueray Gin.A singLr eiperience..
Send a gift of Tanqueray Gin anYwhere in the U.S.A. Call 1-800-243-3787. Vold where prohlbited.
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a newly approved devicz tt can bc

surgically implanted in patients to

counteract severe irregularities
in

heartbeat might save 10,000 to 20,000

-1 a year
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overall results
indicated thai rt nsfa ht.;ie .

nert attar.1

rin a day taken by patients who had

previous heart attacks reduced the

-h-,nre of another heart attack or of
. A ohnitt

The ne,,' whwit, approv,,1 v.
announced

today is an "implani.:1-,L

cardiac defibrillator.-
developed by

Intec Systems Inc., or tsb..P;i.t,,v.tzh, dnaakner
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effective in preventingneart

healthypeople. Dr. Frank E.Young, the

Commissioner
of Food and Drugs, ad-

vised heart patients to consult their

physicians before adding aspirin to

their treatment. He said that aspirin

was not a substitute for other treat-

menta toprevent heart attacks..

Mrs. Heckler announcei
that new

professional
labling for aspirin, aimed

at doctors rather than consumers.

Aspirin had an ec4.

patients suffering from "unstable an-

gina:' or chest pains that tiadworsened

within thepastmonth, according toone

three-month study conducted by the

Veterans Administration,
the health of-

ficialssaid. In those patients, itcut the

risk ofprogressing to a heart attack, or

of dying from a heart attack, in half.

from a 12 percent chance without aspi.

Sacks, almost routinely furn out elo-

quent. polished works. And profes-

sional writers
regularly move

one

form to prother with unself 1,1 OW

orsimply professional malcontent?

In Britain. ofcoursewhere
it's long

beenassumed tblt a prvrl...../ '.tcated

person

mai Its)
cal pulse to restore the norm.*

Most patients suffering from heart

rhythm problems are helped by drugs.

but about' 400.000 now suffering from

theconditions are not. The battery pow

ering the device lasts only about two

years and must then he surgically re

placed
,tar

joy!
noV

.

poett
tarwrt
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poetry or reviews Th fact remain...

however.
that these artists hose on

lemonstrated a renuirkable
fluency tn

%. of forms. as have others
d 'hekhov

beer
0 %.:ry 11 tOn

Ifyou are ahigh list\ patient,
ask yourdoctor about recently approvedpreveptative

aspirin therapy for heart attack.

This important message
brought to you lyy The BayerCompany

(
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spapers: Authoritative;
tial, market-specific
newspaper story above says it all.
imply reprinted itin the newspa-
ne 30. a Prune council ad pays

Ion the opposite page, that celebrates corn on
its lovely cover, and gives hundreds of prices
inside. Like the poster-size ad (pp. 12-13)

Agency: SSC&B/New Ibrk
Client:Sterling DrugsrPhe Bayer Company
Creative Directimi: Michael Shalette
Art Direction: 1301) Gala
Photography: Hank Dunning
Copy: Joan Lerch


